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Freedom Summer By Deborah Wiles
In 1964, Mississippi civil rights groups banded together to fight Jim Crow laws in a state where only 6.4 percent of eligible black voters were
registered. Testing a bold new strategy, they recruited students from across the United States. That summer these young volunteers defied
segregation by living with local black hosts, opening Freedom Schools to educate disenfranchised adults and their children, and canvassing
door-to-door to register voters. Everyone involved knew there would be risks but were nonetheless shocked when three civil rights workers
disappeared and were soon presumed murdered. The organizers' worst fears were realized as volunteers, local activists, and hosts faced
terror on a daily basis. Yet by the middle of August, incredible strides had been made in spite of the vicious intimidation. The summer
unleashed an unstoppable wave of determination from black Mississippians to demand their rights and helped bring about a new political
order in the American South. Fifty years after this landmark civil rights project in Mississippi, an award-winning author offers a riveting
account of events that stunned the nation. Includes over 75 photographs, drawings, original documents, a timeline, source notes,
bibliography, maps, and an index.
At the request of his fellow slave Granny Judith, Christmas John risks his life to take runaways across a river from Kentucky to Ohio, based
on actual slave narratives recorded in the 1930s. Reprint.
“Unflinchingly honest and jubilantly hopeful, this is nonfiction storytelling at its best.” — Publishers Weekly (starred review) Mention the civil
rights era in Alabama and most people recall images of terrible violence. But for the citizens of Huntsville, creativity, courage, and cooperation
were the keys to working together to integrate their city and schools in peace. This engaging celebration of a lesser-known chapter in
American and African-American history shows how racial discrimination, bullying, and unfairness can be faced successfully with
perseverance and ingenuity.
A riveting account of one of the most remarkable episodes in American history. In his critically acclaimed history Freedom Summer, awardwinning author Bruce Watson presents powerful testimony about a crucial episode in the American civil rights movement. During the
sweltering summer of 1964, more than seven hundred American college students descended upon segregated, reactionary Mississippi to
register black voters and educate black children. On the night of their arrival, the worst fears of a race-torn nation were realized when three
young men disappeared, thought to have been murdered by the Ku Klux Klan. Taking readers into the heart of these remarkable months,
Freedom Summer shines new light on a critical moment of nascent change in America. "Recreates the texture of that terrible yet rewarding
summer with impressive verisimilitude." -Washington Post
An inspiring tale of creativity and determination on the Underground Railroad from Coretta Scott King Award winner James Ransome and
acclaimed author Deborah Hopkinson. Clara, a slave and seamstress on Home Plantation, dreams of freedom—not just for herself, but for her
family and friends. When she overhears a conversation about the Underground Railroad, she has a flash of inspiration. Using scraps of cloth
from her work in the Big House and scraps of information gathered from other slaves, she fashions a map that the master would never even
recognize. . . . From the award-winning author-illustrator team of Deborah Hopkinson and James Ransome, this fictional tale of the
Underground Railroad continues to inspire young readers 25 years after its original publication. "Inspiring." —The New York Times "A triumph
of the human spirit." —Publishers Weekly, starred review
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From two-time National Book Award finalist Deborah Wiles, a masterpiece exploration of one of the darkest moments in our history, when
American troops killed four American students protesting the Vietnam War.
Say Curtis describes his meeting with Pinkus Aylee, a black soldier, during the Civil War, and their capture by Southern troops. Based on a
true story about the author's great-great-grandfather.
In 1964, Joe is pleased that a new law will allow his best friend John Henry, who is colored, to share the town pool and other public places
with him, but he is dismayed to find that prejudice still exists.

Six-year-old Sarah Marie, her mother, and her little sister travel down south to visit Grandmama in the summer of 1956.
Grandmama makes every effort to shield her granddaughters from the prejudice that still plagues her town. But as Sarah Marie
learns to read, she notices Grandmama’s town is filled with signs and rules that she’s never understood before. As Sarah Marie
tries to make sense of the world around her, she’s left wondering if life in the South will ever change.
Twelve-year-old House Jackson—star pitcher and team captain of the Aurora County All-Stars—has been sidelined for a whole sorry
year with a broken elbow. He's finally ready to play, but wouldn't you know that the team's only game of the year has been
scheduled for the exact same time as the town's 200th-anniversary pageant. Now House must face the pageant's director, full-ofherself Frances Shotz (his nemesis and perpetrator of the elbow break), and get his team out of this mess. There's also the matter
of a mysterious old recluse who has died and left House a wheezy old dog named Eudora Welty—and a puzzling book of poetry by
someone named Walt Whitman. Through the long, hot month of June, House makes surprising and valuable discoveries about
family, friendship, poetry . . . and baseball.
From two-time National Book Award finalist Deborah Wiles, the remarkable story of two cousins who must take a road trip across
America in 1969 in order to let a teen know he's been drafted to fight in Vietnam. Full of photos, music, and figures of the time, this
is the masterful story of what it's like to be young and American in troubled times.
Through moving prose and beautiful watercolors, award-winning author-illustrator duo collaborate to tell the poignant tale of a
spirited young girl who comes face to face with segregation in her southern town. There’s a place in this 1950s southern town
where all are welcome, no matter what their skin color…and ’Tricia Ann knows exactly how to get there. To her, it’s someplace
special and she’s bursting to go by herself. When her grandmother sees that she’s ready to take such a big step, ’Tricia Ann
hurries to catch the bus heading downtown. But unlike the white passengers, she must sit in the back behind the Jim Crow sign
and wonder why life's so unfair. Still, for each hurtful sign seen and painful comment heard, there’s a friend around the corner
reminding ’Tricia Ann that she’s not alone. And even her grandmother’s words—"You are somebody, a human being—no better,
no worse than anybody else in this world”—echo in her head, lifting her spirits and pushing her forward.
*A 2014 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST* It's 1964, and Sunny's town is being invaded. Or at least that's what the adults of
Greenwood, Mississippi, are saying. All Sunny knows is that people from up north are coming to help people register to vote.
They're calling it Freedom Summer. Meanwhile, Sunny can't help but feel like her house is being invaded, too. She has a new
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stepmother, a new brother, and a new sister crowding her life, giving her little room to breathe. And things get even trickier when
Sunny and her brother are caught sneaking into the local swimming pool -- where they bump into a mystery boy whose life is going
to become tangled up in theirs. As she did in her groundbreaking documentary novel COUNTDOWN, award-winning author
Deborah Wiles uses stories and images to tell the riveting story of a certain time and place -- and of kids who, in a world where
everyone is choosing sides, must figure out how to stand up for themselves and fight for what's right.
Ruby Lavender used to have a good life. She and her grandmother, Miss Eula, were inseparable--they even drove the getaway
car together for chickens rescued from the slaughterhouse! But this summer, Miss Eula will be in Hawaii, and Ruby's sure it'll be a
lonely, empty, horrible season without her. What happens instead? Ruby makes a new friend, saves the school play, writes plenty
of letters to her favorite (and only) grandmother . . . and finally stops blaming herself for her grandfather's death.
See how one offer to ride a horse changed Isaac Murphy's life and gave him the chance to become one of the greatest jockeys of
all time.
In 1964, Joe is pleased that a new law will allow his best friend John Henry, who is black, to share the town pool and other public
places with him, but he is dismayed to find that prejudice still exists.

Four starred reviews greeted this new, groundbreaking classic from Deborah Wiles!Franny Chapman just wants some
peace. But that's hard to get when her best friend is feuding with her, her sister has disappeared, and her uncle is fighting
an old war in his head. Her saintly younger brother is no help, and the cute boy across the street only complicates things.
Worst of all, everyone is walking around just waiting for a bomb to fall.It's 1962, and it seems that the whole country is
living in fear. When President Kennedy goes on television to say that Russia is sending nuclear missiles to Cuba, it only
gets worse. Franny doesn't know how to deal with what's going on in the world--no more than she knows with how to deal
with what's going on with her family and friends. But somehow she's got to make it.
Enjoying a peaceful life tending lambs and preparing wool with his sweetheart, a gentle shepherd must leave his family to
fight in World War I, during which he endures heartbreaking violence and losses.
Kiely knows she is famous! The paparazzi (her parents) follow her every move, documenting with cameras. It's
exhausting being famous, but someone has to do it. She even gets to perform a big song at her grandfather's birthday.
When she messes it up, she's worried she's lost her audience forever, but it turns out that no one is as loyal as her fans.
When his father leaves to fight in World War I, Mikey joins the Central Park Knitting Bee to help knit clothing for soldiers
overseas.
Inspired by real events, master storyteller Eve Bunting recounts the harrowing yet hopeful story of a family, a war--and a
dazzling discovery.
Children will learn to both celebrate diversity and embrace how much we all have in common. In We Are All Under One
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Wide Sky, Deborah Wiles beautifully weaves together images from the natural world in a lovely, lyrical poem. Andrea
Stegmaier’s fresh and captivating illustrations feature children from around the globe and celebrate different architecture,
landscapes, and activities. By the end of the book, children will have internalized the message that although we are from
different places, we are the same in so many ways. What we have in common is what is most important—family, laughter,
love, nature, and friendship. We all share the same wide sky. We Are All Under One Wide Sky is a peace anthem with a
timely and important message for children: to both celebrate diversity and embrace how much we all have in common.
A homeless family's luck changes after they help an old woman who has even less than they do at Christmas.
Ten-year-old Comfort Snowberger has attended 247 funerals. But that's not surprising, considering that her family runs
the town funeral home. And even though Great-uncle Edisto keeled over with a heart attack and Great-great-aunt
Florentine dropped dead--just like that--six months later, Comfort knows how to deal with loss, or so she thinks. She's
more concerned with avoiding her crazy cousin Peach and trying to figure out why her best friend, Declaration, suddenly
won't talk to her. Life is full of surprises. And the biggest one of all is learning what it takes to handle them. Deborah
Wiles has created a unique, funny, and utterly real cast of characters in this heartfelt, and quintessentially Southern
coming-of-age novel. Comfort will charm young readers with her wit, her warmth, and her struggles as she learns about
life, loss, and ultimately, triumph.
Get Your Balls, Bats, and Sticks on Route 66! Immortalized in countless books, songs, and movies, Route 66 is a
timeless icon of American culture. Until now, however, no guide to this historic byway has focused on another beloved
part of American culture: sports. That all changes with RoadTrip America A Sports Fan's Guide to Route 66. In this
groundbreaking new book, sports writer and lifelong sports fan Ron Clements goes beyond nostalgic buildings and
classic cars to highlight historic sports venues, storied sports professionals, and current sports events along the Mother
Road. Rolling east from Chicago to Santa Monica, the author shares inside information about the NFL, NBA, NHL, and
MLB teams who are based in the cites and towns that around on Route 66. In addition, enjoy anecdotes gathered from
auto and horse racing tracks, rodeo areanas, golf links, and the magnificent lineup of high school and collegiate sports
programs to check out along the way. The book has more than 300 photos and maps showing the various attractions in
each of the eights states covered: Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and California. And
because no book about the Mother Road would be complete without it, there's plenty of info about the iconic roadside
attractions that have entertained and enthralled travelers for the past century. -- Ron Clements
From two-time National Book Award finalist Deborah Wiles comes a compelling biography about Robert Kennedy.
Americans claimed Robert Kennedy as one of their own. They called him Bobby. Lyrical and evocative text by Deborah
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Wiles (Countdown, Revolution, Anthem, and Kent State) brings the story of Robert F. Kennedy to life, with breathtaking
illustrations by Tatyana Fazlalizadeh. Bobby is set in 1968, with a grandfather telling his grandchild about Kennedy's life.
Bobby was the younger brother of President John F. Kennedy. He became an accomplished public servant and activist in
his own right. Though his run for presidency was tragically cut short on June 5, 1968, Bobby proved the value of empathy
and grit. The story concludes as his funeral train makes its solemn journey from New York to Washington, DC. Kennedy
was perceived by many to be a rare unifying force in American politics. He was beloved by Americans of all races for his
integrity and devotion to the civil rights cause. His life continues to inspire efforts for social change. Deborah Wiles's
Bobby will illuminate the importance of Robert Kennedy's life for children, parents, teachers, and librarians. Informative
back matter is included.
One night after a storm, environmental activist Rachel Carson takes her nephew Roger out for a walk by the sea.
Includes notes about Rachel Carson, the story, and bioluminescence.
Every Tuesday Lola and her mother visit their local library to return and check out books, attend story readings, and
share a special treat.
When her grandfather registers to vote while living in segregated Mississippi, an Afro-American girl begins to understand
why he insists that she attend school.
Hank stars the same Hank as in the bestselling Hank Zipzer series, only this time he's in 2nd grade! Hank is a kid who
doesn't try to be funny, but he somehow always makes the kids in his class laugh. He's pretty bad at memorizing stuff,
and spelling is his worst subject. (But so are math and reading!) In the first book in this new series, Hank's class is putting
on a play, and Hank wants the lead part: Aqua Fly. But he freezes in his audition and can only buzz like a fly. His teacher
creates a special part for Hank, a silent bookmark. This may seem like an insignificant role, but when his enemy, Nick
McKelty, freezes during the performance, it's up to Hank to save the play!
This exploration of prejudice and what enables and disables change is set against the backdrop of the Civil Rights
Movement from 1954 to 1964 and told from three very different perspectives. To Joan Barnes, 12 years old in the
summer of 1964, freedom is her birthright. As for Mississippi's Negroes, freedom was settled by the Civil War, wasn't it?
Negroes are no longer slaves. As the child of upper middle-class Yankee Catholics living in predominantly Baptist
Mississippi, where family roots are as deep as those of the towering loblolly pines, Joan simply wants to belong. This
need repeatedly puts her at odds with what she knows to be right. And it will take her years to understand that freedom
means making choices. To C. J. Evans, born to a life of cleaning white folks’ houses, freedom is the size of a human
heart, never bigger or smaller. It comes from within and can’t be given or taken away. And, as her waiting-on-heaven
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Baptist preacher and white-controlled schools have taught her, freedom takes a back seat to staying safe—whether she’s
working as a maid to Joan's family in Jim Crow Mississippi or as a live-in domestic in Chicago, where the rules are far
more subtle. To Zach Bernstein, Jewish University of Chicago law student, freedom is an ever-expanding circle, like a
balloon that can be blown up bigger and bigger without bursting. It’s in the songs the summer volunteers sing to ward off
the fear that they, too, will end up like James Chaney, Mickey Schwerner, and Andrew Goodman, missing since June 21
and presumed dead. It’s in Zach’s faith and commitment to tzedakah—justice and righteousness. It’s why he has come
to Mississippi in the summer of 1964 to teach at the Meridian Freedom School. As their lives collide, they each question
what freedom means and the price they’ll pay to have it.
A Mississippi town in 1964 gets riled when tempers flare at the segregated public pool. As much as Gloriana June
Hemphill, or Glory as everyone knows her, wants to turn twelve, there are times when Glory wishes she could turn back
the clock a year. Jesslyn, her sister and former confidante, no longer has the time of day for her now that she’ll be
entering high school. Then there’s her best friend, Frankie. Things have always been so easy with Frankie, and now
suddenly they aren’t. Maybe it’s the new girl from the North that’s got everyone out of sorts. Or maybe it’s the debate
about whether or not the town should keep the segregated public pool open. Augusta Scattergood has drawn on real-life
events to create a memorable novel about family, friendship, and choices that aren’t always easy.
When Grandma was a little girl in Mississippi, she sneaked into town one day. It was a hot day—the kind of hot where a firecracker might light
up by itself. But when this little girl saw the "Whites Only" sign on the water fountain, she had no idea what she would spark when she took off
her shoes and—wearing her clean white socks—stepped up to drink. Bravery, defiance, and a touch of magic win out over hatred in this
acclaimed story by Elevelyn Coleman. Tyrone Geter's paintings richly evoke its heat, mood, and legendary spirit.
Emma Lane Cake has five brothers, four dogs, and a family that can't stay put. The Cake family travels from place to place, setting up
bakeries in communities that need them. Then, just when Emma feels settled in with new friends... they move again. Now the Cakes have
come to Aurora County, and Emma has vowed that this time she is NOT going to get attached to ANYONE or ANYTHING. Why bother, if her
father's only going to uproot her again? But fate has different plans. As does Ruby Lavender, who is going to show Emma Lane Cake a thing
or two about making friendship last.
A gripping true story of murder and the fight for civil rights and social justice in 1960s Mississppi.
When a black family moves to an all-white neighborhood, prejudice rears its ugly head as the white adults behave rudely and children's
friendships break up.
Offers advice and sample lesson plans for addressing the needs of readers at emerging, advancing, and advanced levels.
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